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Topics in the interview

"The Slow Philosophy"

the 'tempo giusto': to do
everything at the right speed

the difference is in quality - do it better and
enjoy it more

doing things as well as possible instead of doing
things as fast as possible

somthing more tectonic happens when we slow down

by slowing down one's priorities change

deeper things become more important

working more, earning more, spending more,
consuming more become less important

slowness promotes stronger and deeper human
relationships; relationships between people take
time, you cannot build them by uploading an App

by slowing down one eats/works/lives better

to forget time is the most joyous form of time

there is good slow and bad slow

people are ashamed or afraid to slow down because the
connotation of 'slow' means being lazy, stupid, unproductive,
un-modern

the slow revolution will be slow: it will develop
over the next 40-50 years

Speed

wants: to go straightforward, to be right or wrong

faster is not always better

speed seems so profound in our time

we are marinated in the fast world

the world has surrounded us with a lot of fast things

we live in a turbo-culture

we hurry in all aspects of life

we cronically do too many things

through speed we loose the human and the reality

the fast world is too slow for some people

addiction to speed has taken toll on our
health, our diet, our relationships

people sacrifice a lot of good stuff in life on the altar of speed

human spirirt, body, realtionships, deeper experiences

addiction to speed evolved due to the IT revolution

Big Data

to squeeze out the 'grey' of the past or future

Big Data blows away nuances

Big Data brings uncertainty and risks

we need uncertainty for creativity

concentration on the individual narrows the scope

Can algorithms predict anything?

prediction is often guessed

predicting our future is de-humanizing

the older you are the more predictive you are

Does data get more accurate?

we kill things we love by tracking, analysing, etc. everything

social media has a long memory

Recognition of Opportunities for Development

take the time now for changes in the future

use fast shortcuts for slow things

do things not as fast as possible but as well as possible

you can revolutionize everything you want

usage of technology

use it with a slow spirit

use it to save time

use the ocean of Big Data wisely

technical things take time to evolve, society
needs time to live with it

we have forgotten to switch off and to slow down

get control of what the right time is

switch off from time to time

we have to slow down in fields like ethics - we need time to think

slow down slowly to find the inner tempo giusto

slow down to get better results

it is important to help each other to slow down

a new generation grows up who doesn't want
to sacrifice their life on the altar of speed

competition is not the problem, but the combination
with the idea that faster/busier is alway better

it is not enough to be individual we also need the social aspect in life

preserve nature and live with it, it is very worth it

Connecting factors for ACADEMIA SUPERIOR

Points for further discussion

about the new generation who wants to do well and to do good

using Big Data

awareness building

Who is Big Data really serving most?

How is Big Data promoting creativity?

Is the prediction of our future de-humanizing?

How and why do we use technology?

What is the "right time"? What do we do with the time we save?

What do we have to go slow for? And where can we slow down?

Tools for development

best practices: fast shortcuts for slow things

needs of the new generation who don't want to sacrifice their life on the altar of speed

the new generation and Big Data

Where and what do people slow down for?

How do we preserve nature? And how do we live with it?

"We have forgotten to switch off and to slow down."
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